
Dear Parent/Student


	 I am happy to announce the reopening of Scalise TaeKwonDo. I must first thank each of you for 
your patience, cooperation and continued support which without this would not be possible. Our school 
will begin in school classes on Monday July 20, 2020. I would like to divide this email into 3 sections.


1. Schedule and curriculum

2. What our school will do

3. What we need students to do.


Together we can once agin enjoy the practice of the martial arts in a safe and fun environment


Schedule 
Attached you will find a copy of the new schedule. The schedule has changed to adhere to the new 

operating guidelines. By state mandate class size must be reduced in order abide  by the  social 
distancing rule of 6 feet. Therefore belt driven classes have been replaced with open classes in order to 
provide students with more class time options therefore reducing the total number of students in each 

class. Markers have been  taped onto the training floor where students will stand to train. I have 
increased the distance between students from 6 feet to approximately 8 feet. The time between classes 

has increased allowing the school to clear before the next class begins. As you are aware, contact 
activities are not allowed. Our classes will focus on sound fundamentals , forms, proper individual  

technique etc. All of these are the root and core of developing as a good martial artist. Lastly I will say 
that we remain flexible and we will adapted as guidelines change. I hope at some point in the near future 

to reinstate family and sparring classes.


What our school will do


Our staff will continue to provide quality instruction. We will clean the school regularly as well as wipe 
down all high contact areas with sanitizing products between classes. Upon entering the school a 

sanitizing station will be available.

As our viewing area is not allowed right now, we will broadcast most classes on Facebook live as they 

happen. This will allow parents to view the class from a remote location on there

phone or tablet. It will also allow students not in class to take the class online.


What students need to do


If you are not feeling well, DO NOT ATTEND CLASS.

Please sanitize your hands at sanitizing station upon entering school.


Wear your uniform to class to avoid close contact in locker room.

Bring your own water bottle to class and do not share it.


Please do not loiter after class. Exit immediately after your class to allow for next session to enter.

Bring your mask to class and wear it at all times 




